
High-Density Storage
HDStock™



HDStock™ — More space. More time. More profit.
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HDStock™ — The pharmacy of the future, today.

Why HDStock? 
 
•  Reduced footprint and reduction in inventory 

•  Less walking - Faster script filling 

•  Clean, modern and organized appearance 

•  Promotes first-in, first-out inventory reduces expired medications and open bottles 

•  LED lights on workstations increases visibility and is more ergonomic 

•  Fixtures are mobile for future re-configuration as pharmacy needs change

•  Increased work surfaces while reducing storage footprint

•  Unique divider system reduces the risk of errors
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HDStock, by TCGRx, is a precision-engineered, high-density storage product line that will help your pharmacy 
become more organized, reduce your inventory footprint, and speed up your script-filling process. HDStock  
has been specifically designed to store medications, paying special attention to ergonomics and functionality. 
The result is a completely logical storage system that’s extraordinarily convenient to use. No other system  
offers you drawers that can store more items within the same space.

TCGRx’s HDStock storage solutions improves efficiency  

and optimizes pharmacy space. This allows faster prescription 

filling and creates space for new pharmacy services.
HDStock’s uniquely tailored combination of high density storage and 

compact workstations means more usable space in your pharmacy and 
more efficient, orderly processes.

Shrink your storage space when using HDStock solutions.
The right layout makes it easy to deliver a greater number of services more 

efficiently than ever. 

The modern, clean design and improved stock organization of 

HDStock makes your pharmacy more efficient and improves its 

appearance, which enhances the total customer experience. 



Vision 2 drawer front option
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HDStock™

Organization
Clear clips hold medication shelf label to identify meds. 
Drawer dividers separate meds and sub-dividers segregate 
open bottles.

Security
Manual locks prevent unauthorized access to Controls or 
high-dollar medications.

Clean
Steel mesh drawer bottoms reduces pill dust falls to the 
floor, reducing irritants and contamination. Withstands 
bleach or H2O2 cleaning.

Vision 1 drawer front option (above)

Speed Shelves

Efficiency
Speed Shelves are designed for the compact and neat 
storage of fast moving medications.

Organization
Durable powder coated dividers clearly separate 
different meds. The dividers can be easily set at  
a variety of widths to store differently sized packages. 
Sub-dividers place hold the open bottle in front.

Inventory
The Speed Shelf pulls down to for stocking from 
the back; facilitating First-In – First-Out inventory 
management.

HDStock Cabinet provides the most medication storage per square foot. It is excellent for all bulk medications 
including liquids. This can also be used for hazardous med storage.

Speed Shelves store the pharmacy’s fastest moving medications. The 2-Bay stores up to 180 medications 
or 70% of Rxs. The 3-Bay stores up to 270 medications or 80% of Rxs.

Workstations
Workstations provide high density storage and a counter-top for workspace. Speed Shelving above the counter 

are for fast moving meds and the M Drawers below are for bulk storage.

Speed Shelves
Provide all the benefits of HDStock Speed Shelving with 

much needed work space.

Ergonomic
LED lights enhance visibility on the counter-top work 

surface. The large bottom drawer and sloping Speed 
Shelves minimize bending and reaching.

M Drawer Storage
Under the counter-top, medicines are stored and 
organized exactly as in the High Density Cabinet. 

Dividers keep different items separate and double-
height drawers can be used for storing large items. 

A storage option for a diverse range of products and 
consumables—with the added benefit of a closed 

system keeping contents free from dust. 

High Profile

Speed Shelves
Provides all the benefits of HDStock Speed Shelving 

with the high density storage of the M Drawer.

M Drawer Storage
More drawers than a workstation, but with the 

addition of speed shelves. A storage option for a 
diverse range of products, with the added benefit 

of a closed system keeping contents free from dust. 
Dividers keep different items separate and double-
height drawers can be used for storing large items.

The High Profile is a marriage of the Speed Shelf and the Cabinet drawer storage. 

Available in 1-, 2- & 3-bay configurations

High Density Cabinets HDStock™

Available in 1-, 2- & 3-bay configurationsAvailable in 2- & 3-bay configurations
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HDStock™

Adaptable
If your workspace requirements change, 
you can easily rearrange the flat shelves to 
different heights.

Quality
All frames and flat shelves are made of 
powder-coated steel that guarantees an 
extremely long life.

Strength
Depending on the fixed shelf selection, shelf 
load capacity is up to 55 pounds. Available in 1-, 2-, and 3-bay configurations

Carousels

Multiple Access
360° access to products with rotating shelves enables 
efficient and simultaneous picking or filling from 
different sides by multiple users.

Inventory
Easy restocking by opening a gap between 
storage segments, which are held together 
with patented magnetic mechanism. Supports 
the ‘first-in, first-out’ principle as you stock the 
sloping tray channels from the back. 

The Bulk Shelving fixture provides fixed shelves for bulk box storage such as pre-pack unit dose liquid cups, 
boxes of vials, IV bags, etc.

Carousels are excellent for unit dose pre-packed items, as well as unit of use in all pharmacy settings.  
The small or large carousels maximizes storage in corners and allow multiple techs to fill simultaneously. 

HDStock™ Expand Your Business Without Expanding Your Space

TCGRx has an HDStock high-density fixture solution for all your storage needs, regardless of your pharmacy’s 
footprint. The six different fixture types can address any space constraints and workflow. 

Bulk Shelving

Traditional bookshelf style fixtures 
create inefficient workflow, waste space, 
and detracts from your pharmacy’s 
professional image.

HDStock creates new space in your 
pharmacy to enhance your revenue while 
improving efficiency and workflow.

Add Beacon® and Gain Inventory Management
Upgrade your HDStock fixtures to Beacon, a one-of-a-kind inventory management system that integrates with 

your pharmacy information system. Using barcode-driven technology, Beacon tracks your entire formulary 
from the bottle, down to the pill level. Beacon’s extensive reporting capabilities provides information on excess 

inventory, soon to expire meds, inventory cost and more; all the information to manage your inventory. 

Why Beacon?
• Reduction in inventory and expired meds
• Quicker fill times with improved accuracy
• Management of generic swaps
• Full perpetual inventory at-a-glance 
• Control medication handling
• Increased inventory turns 

           16 traditional     =          1 HDStock Cabinet
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